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Support team gains
success in China 

After surveying eight large paper

machines, all belonging to one of

China’s biggest paper and board

producers, a team built on technical

expertise and local knowledge from

Kadant UK and Kadant China worked

together for a month to secure a

contract to supply all the doctor blades

for these machines.

The resulting

business continues

to be supported

both locally and

from the production

facility in Bury, UK

from where the

blades are

manufactured and

shipped.

This joint effort

has helped Kadant China to gain a

greater foothold in its local market and is

testament to Kadant UK’s experience

and quality in supporting its global

business.
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Smurfit Kappa SSK has recently

installed one of the latest William

Kenyon rodless cylinder tensioners at the

reel end of its PM4.

Immediate benefits have been

achieved, including a reduction in the

build up of tails in a very tight area for

space. In addition to the tensioner unit,

a dog-leg release configuration has been

installed at the drum reel, further

reducing the possibility of tails being

carried back within the system … a

problem which often leads to poor rope

life.

The speed of PM4

highlights that the

rodless cylinder

design performs well

at higher machine

speeds and

additionally, where space

is an issue, provides a very cost effective

solution. 

Nigel Pontin, Production Manager of

Smurfit Kappa SSK commented, “The

William Kenyon tensioner is ideal for

restricted spaces. Since installation our

rope life has increased due to improved

tension control and a reduction in tail

carry through to the tensioner unit.

Installation was achieved quickly with

little modification being required to the

existing rope run.”

William Kenyon provides quality

products and professional services that

enable customers to maximise the

performance of paper and

board machines. Its

unique

business support services have kept it at

the forefront of carrier rope technology

since tail threading systems were

introduced to the paper industry.

Through continued product

development it provides the most

effective range of carrier rope products

and accessories. Easy to install and

maintain, the company’s dynamically

balanced carrier rope pulleys offer

exceptional value for money. Its rope

tensioners for automatic or manual

operation provide dependable

maintenance free performance.  A full

range of splicing

accessories is available

to suit the preferred

splicing method. 

The key to William

Kenyon’s success is an

appreciation of how

developments in technology can

be applied to its customer’s best

advantage. An ability to combine an

understanding of industry processes with

operational priorities has made the

company a world leader in paper

machine threading systems. 

Space saving solution from William Kenyon

The size press is sometimes

regarded as a necessary handicap in

paper making. Whilst we know the

benefits of applying starch

or similar sizing

agents we also

know that the

size press can

reduce machine

efficiency,

increase

maintenance and

increase operating

costs. Conventional

size presses have a

number of inherent

problems, most of

which have been

eliminated with the

introduction of the

metering size press.

However this newer

technology is an expensive

alternative so first we must look at ways

of overcoming the problems that exist

with the traditional system. 

These can be summarised as follows:-

� High turbulence leading to splashing

and foaming
� Low puddle level
� Non-uniform size distribution
� Prone to debris build-up on

distribution pipes
� Soiling of sheahan ropes

All of these issues can cause quality

problems and increase sheet breaks. In

addition the size press can actually hold

back production speed because of the

turbulence issue. To overcome all of

these problems Voith has introduced

SizeWingsTM. 

This is a full width distribution nozzle

which is actually submerged into the

puddle. The nozzle is made of a

special material to resist

thermal distortion

and there is

also a

shower

system

incorporated

in the main

body for

cleaning

purposes. It

is fed from

both sides

and has a

special

distribution

chamber built into the body to ensure

the best sump behaviour. SizeWingsTM

can be installed for one or two side

application and there is even a special

adjusting mechanism that can be

installed which makes the positioning of

the SizeWingsTM quick and easy,

especially when there is regular changing

from one to two side applications. There

may be the potential to increase the

solids content because of the superior

penetration time of the deeper sump.

All of the problems listed above are

overcome or improved to a level that

allows a potential speed increase and

improved cleanliness resulting in less

breaks and better machine efficiency.

Streamline your size press operation

Rodless cylinder 

tensioner from carrier 

rope technology specialist

William Kenyon

Kadant UK support team in China
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The team shown below, was lead

by Kevin Callus, Kadant UK’s Sales and

Technical Director (second left), who

was ably supported by Kadant UK’s

Kevin Fowler (centre) and Steve Birnie

(second right).

Kadant UK is an ISO9001 certified

company.

Nash pumps operate in
the fast lane

At regular intervals, RISI, a provider

of information for the global forest

products industry, runs tests and reports

on the world’s fastest paper machines.

However, what the results do not

indicate is that the majority of these

installations rely on Nash liquid ring

vacuum pumps for their dewatering and

vacuum systems. A recent report

covered a total of 25 paper machines in

various categories worldwide which were

identified as the fastest installations in

their class.

For Gardner Denver Nash,

manufacturers of vacuum and

dewatering systems for paper machines,

this report has an additional and entirely

different meaning. According to company

records, Nash liquid ring vacuum pumps

are fitted to 84% of these paper

machines. For the company, this is more

outstanding proof that the market

primarily targets proven and, more

importantly, reliable technology.

The great flexibility of a vacuum

system based on Nash liquid ring

vacuum pumps guarantees sufficient

capacity even if maintenance work is

carried out on individual machines.

Continuous operation of the dewatering

system - and the complete paper

machine - is guaranteed as a result. 

Another important reason for using

Nash liquid ring pumps is that they are

not vulnerable to

liquid carry-over and

fibres in the air

stream.

Consequently, even

minor faults in the

process cycle do not

influence the

drainage system’s

function.

Gardner Denver

Nash is the Nash

Division of Gardner

Denver Inc. Originating from nash_elmo

Industries, the company is the world's

leading manufacturer of liquid ring

vacuum pumps, compressors and

engineered systems. For more than 100

years Gardner Denver Nash has

engineered and produced liquid ring

pumps and vacuum and compressor

systems for the most demanding

applications in a variety of fields and

industries. 
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SizeWings™ from Voith

Paper Manchester can

help remove size press

limits without losing end

product quality

84% of the world’s fastest paper machines rely on Nash

liquid ring vacuum pumps


